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Abstract
Example-driven interfaces (EDIs) for data tasks represent
a class of mixed-initiative user interfaces that enable users
to specify tasks such as data extraction, cleaning, trans-
formation, querying or analysis, in the casual and familiar
language of examples. From user-provided examples of in-
tended task behavior, EDIs synthesize programs, scripts or
rules, that can perform the task in a fashion consistent with
the examples. In this position paper, we examine the design
of the interface component that presents the synthesized
artifacts to the users.
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Introduction
Examples are simplified specifications of the expected re-
sult of an intended task. As humans, we are accustomed to
informal, ambiguous or imprecise example specifications.
Consider a customer purchasing a box of chocolates; she
may request a box with some sugar-free or dark chocolates.
Our casual interactions facilitate such under-specified re-
quests; we have developed communications skills that help



us clarify such requests. A typical interlocutor might ask
about corner cases such as the presence of white choco-
lates in the box to work towards a precise specification of
the box from examples. As requesters, we prefer to begin
with an outline of what we need — e.g. the key properties
of the chocolates — and then make our request precise
using a few examples. As responders, we can build a pre-
cise task specification from the outline and a few positive
or negative examples — e.g. acceptable or unacceptable
chocolate boxes.

Example-driven interfaces for data tasks try to mimic this
natural example-driven interaction. We describe the opera-
tion of EDIs for data tasks with the help of two tools that we
have built and evaluated:

SEER [3]: SEER is a data-extraction EDI built on top of
IBM’s commercial extraction tool, SystemT, to extract data
from text documents. For example, a journalist can extract
all statements of percent changes in crime rates from FBI
press releases by simply highlighting examples of data
she wishes to extract such as “crime increased by 8 per-
cent.” She can also highlight negative examples of data to
guide SEER to generate precise data extraction rules such
as highlighting “employees increased to 800 agents.” This
allows SEER to be more selective and only extract state-
ments with “crime” or percentage values. SEER generates
a set of up to ten most-likely extraction rules that are se-
mantically different, yet consistent with the provided user
examples. Users can also manually tweak these rules. Our
studies indicate that users construct extraction rules in less
time and with more accuracy with SEER than with IBM’s
SystemT web UI, which was specifically designed for novice
users [3].

DATAPLAY [2, 1]: DATAPLAY is a relational data query tool
with an underlying graphical query language, a unique

data model and a graphical interface. DATAPLAY provides
two interaction features that support example-driven query
specification. First, DATAPLAY suggests modifications to
operators of a query tree that result in semantically differ-
ent queries. As users modify the graphical query, they re-
ceive real-time feedback in the form of updated answers
and non-answers. Second, DATAPLAY can auto-correct a
users query, based on user feedback about which tuples
to keep or drop from the answers and non-answers. Our
studies indicate that user efficacy improves when using
DATAPLAY’s example-driven query specification than when
specifying queries directly [2].

Prior work in EDI development shows similar usability gains
for data tasks. For example, Wrangler [6, 4], FlashExtract [9],
and SMARTedit [7] all demonstrate how user efficacy im-
proves with EDIs for data transformation tasks. Most of
these systems are designed following Horvitz’s principles
on the design of mixed-initiative user interfaces [5], hence
they present the programs synthesized from user examples
to allow users to directly manipulate them. The presenta-
tion of synthesized artifacts is thus crucial as many users
prefer to directly refine the synthesized program rather than
provide more examples. Moreover, by examining suggested
programs, users gain a better understanding of the domain
specific language (DSL) that underlie these EDIs such as
DATAPLAY’s graphical query language and SEER’s extrac-
tion rule language.

Despite the development of many EDIs, little research has
been done to formalize a set of design principles on the
appropriate presentation of synthesized artifacts. In this pa-
per, we wish to outline three presentation design choices
and discuss the factors that influence a developer’s presen-
tation choice for a given EDI. We conclude by arguing for
why hybrid combination of all three design choices can lead



to a more usable EDI without added complexity.

Presentation Design Choices
Complete Programs vs. Operators
Some EDIs can synthesize complete programs from a sin-
gle user example. SEER, for example, synthesizes com-
plete extraction rules and DATAPLAY synthesizes complete
database queries. Alternatively, the EDI can synthesize op-
erators that represent a single step. Wrangler, for example,
synthesizes one of several data transformation operators
for each user interaction [6]. The choice of which synthesis
approach to use is largely governed by two factors. First,
the compositionality of the domain specific language (DSL)
of the synthesized artifact: is a program in the DSL a com-
position of operators and thus amenable to operator-at-a-
time synthesis? Second, the tractability of learning a single
operator vs. a complete program: the complexity of pro-
gram synthesis often stems from the combinatorial blowup
of composing a series of different operators into a cohe-
sive program. Thus, suggesting one step or one operator at
a time is often more tractable than suggesting a complete
program.

Each approach has its inherent drawbacks. The run-time
complexity of suggesting complete programs may limit the
overall interactivity of an EDI. Moreover, understanding
complete programs, or choosing one from several sug-
gested ones can mentally tax users. On the other hand,
presenting incomplete programs or steps at each interac-
tion, can complicate non-monotonic specifications, where
users provide examples that are later negated, hence inval-
idating the entire sequence of steps that the users selected
at each interaction. Moreover, with one-step synthesizers,
the EDI may become an isomorphic visual representation of
the underlying DSL with users visually dictating each step
with clear examples and hence still conceptually writing a

complete program only using a different syntax.

A Space of Programs vs. a Single One
Since users only provide a few examples, the examples of-
ten under-specify the behavior of the expected program.
The EDI should choose whether to present one program (or
operator) consistent with the examples, a subset of such
programs or all. The choice of which approach is often gov-
erned by tractability. Presenting all viable programs may
require exhaustively enumerating an astronomically large
space of possible programs to select all those that are con-
sistent with the given examples. Storing or presenting this
space is equally challenging.

Presenting a single program limits the user’s awareness
of possible alternatives and can lead to frustrating experi-
ences if the presented program does not match the user’s
intended one. Thus, providing alternatives allows users to
select more suitable programs or mix-and-match several
to create a more fitting program. Even if the EDI provides
a single program, it should expose the space of alterna-
tives: DATAPLAY, for example, suggests a single complete
graphical query tree. By hovering over operators within the
tree, DATAPLAY suggests alternative placements and modi-
fications of the operators that lead to semantically different
queries.

Top-k of What?
EDIs that suggest one or k viable programs need to decide
which programs to present to users. Usually, this choice is
limited by the synthesis algorithm in use. Version Space
Algebras, for example, only generate and store the most
specific program and the most general one consistent with
the given examples [7]. Presenting the most specific pro-
gram allows users to easily refine the program by providing
more examples that vary from the already provided ones.
Similarly, presenting the most generic program allows users



to refine the program by providing more negative exam-
ples. Thus, if users are aware of the learning behavior of
such EDIs, they can easily refine them with more exam-
ples. However, repeated iterations of example-specification
can quickly become tedious. Ideally, the EDI should provide
a set of programs where at least one matches the user’s
intent from the one or two examples the user initially pro-
vided. This one-shot learning generally requires construct-
ing a distribution of the likelihood of different programs and
presenting users with the most likely top-k programs [8]. If
such probabilistic program distributions are difficult to con-
struct, then heuristics can be utilized to select programs:
SEER uses heuristic approaches to determine how diverse
two extraction programs are and to select the top ten most
diverse programs to suggest to users.

We hypothesize that hybrid combinations of the above three
design choices leads to the most favorable design out-
come: Effective EDIs present the top most likely complete
programs in addition to a space of alternative incomplete
programs visualized as most likely operators that can be
combined to form complete programs. By directly select-
ing one or more alternative operators, the EDI can refine
the suggested program without the need for further exam-
ples. Users can easily observe the changes in program
behavior from their selections. By presenting the space of
alternative viable programs as a disjoint set of possible op-
erator replacements, we eliminate the combinatorial blow
up caused by generating all complete programs. In our
workshop presentation, we will illustrate how one can prac-
tically and effectively implement such hybrid presentations
of synthesized artifacts by demonstrating several redesigns
of SEER’s suggested rules interface and initial findings on
each redesign’s overall usability.
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